cholangiosepsis or active gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB), we try to perform this procedure in completed sedation conditions and with persevering the minimum safe distance. In the case of some procedures including; ERCP, endosonography or therapeutic endoscopy for patient with GIB, may be better that patient be incubated to be reduced the Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). Also, appropriately waste storage and washing of the hands after the ending of the protocols are main point for prevention of the spreading of the virus. We also had minded important information to all our staffs in GI clinic to create extremely safe environment and had to learn how to protect themselves from this deadly virus. In addition, all entrance doors to the endoscopy and colonoscopy buildings were sterilized after the ending of the medical care for individual patient. For infected patients, we orally informed the patients with unusual GI symptoms is not need to medications and not necessary to referred to our GI clinic again, unless for emergence conditions. For prevention of long awaiting line in front of the clinic, we employed more GI physicians, as well as, all patients are called ahead and asked for on time presence in clinic. In this regards we take more forces for employment of health physicians and have checked body temperature every day for insurance from healthy. If we suspected any infection of our physicians or staffs, we prevented them for working in the clinic by isolation in negative pressure until negative result of SARS-CoV2 test. In conclusion, the main aim is that we have to do our best to prevent COVID-19 infection from infected patients to GI physicians and staffs during performance of high risky procedures.
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